ABSTRACT
In the last years, latent variable models such as factor analysis, probabilistic principal component analysis or subspace Gaussian mixture models have become almost ubiquitous in speech technologies. The key to its success is the joint modeling of multiple effects in the speech signal they address. In this paper, we propose a novel approach to use phone and speaker variabilities together to estimate phone posterior probabilities on a tandem speech recognition system. A Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) with 5 layers and a central bottleneck linear layer is used as a basic processing block that mimics the processing undergone in factor analysis. With multiple factors, phone and a speaker MLP are merged at the bottleneck level to obtain better estimates for the phone posterior probabilities used in the ASR system. Experiments on the WSJ corpus show that the joint phone-speaker modeling can significantly outperform phone modeling alone in terms of Frame Error and Word Error Rates.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the last years, latent variable models [1] introducing hidden variables to explain the correlations amongst a set of observations have received special attention in speech technologies. The use of multiple factor analysis to jointly model speaker and session variabilities affecting the mean vectors of Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM), so-called Joint Factor Analysis (JFA) [2, 3], set a new performance standard of speaker verification systems a few years ago. Recently, the i-vector [4] approach to speaker verification using another latent variable model, Probabilistic Linear Discriminant Analysis (PLDA) [5, 6], to compensate for session variability effects has become the state-of-the-art. These techniques have also made their way into the speech recognition field with the Subspace GMM [7] with satisfactory results. All of them are inspired on previous work on parametric adaptation and training such as Cluster adaptive Training [8] and Eigenvoices [9], using analogous variability models and parameter estimation strategies.

The above mentioned models make the assumption that a small set of variables can explain the correlation of the observations by means of a linear transformation. The observations are thus constrained to originate from a low dimensional subspace and have a low-rank covariance matrix. It is common to have more than one set of latent variables that capture different variabilities, e.g. speaker and session variabilities in JFA or phone and speaker variabilities in SGMM. Assuming that the latent variables follow some a priori distribution, these techniques obtain prior knowledge about the correlations between observations and latent variables by estimating the so-called factor loading matrices, in factor analysis terminology, in the training phase while only the latent variables are estimated in the test phase. These models are essentially generative and the estimates are usually found by maximizing the likelihood function, conditioned to the hidden variables.

On the other side, progress in artificial neural networks has shown the potential of deep learning architectures for acoustic modeling [10]. Deep neural networks (DNN) are capable of learning complex patterns at multiple levels to solve a particular task, e.g. phone prediction. Keeping these points in mind, we propose a neural network based model (MLP-FA) for multiple latent variable analysis applied to tandem speech recognition [11] in this paper. We borrow a five layer Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) bottleneck architecture [12], with compression and prediction stages, as the basic latent variable model and we extend it to deal with multiple sources of variability. This approach has some divergences with the statistical models mentioned above but it still provides a form of subspace based representation that preserves the desired variabilities assumed to be present in the observations. While essentially bringing analogous processing power compared to FA or SGMM, a neural net architecture offers some advantages such as the straightforward use of discriminative criteria in the parameter optimization process at the price of having data labels available for each source of variability.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the Factor Analysis framework in the speaker recognition context. Section 3 makes an analogy of factor analysis using a MLP based implementation with Section 3.1 focusing on the training of a phone-speaker MLP. Sections 4 and 5 describe the experimental setup and the results for the phone-speaker MLP-FA experiments. Conclusions are presented in Section 6.

2. FACTOR ANALYSIS
Factor Analysis (FA) is a statistical tool that aims at explaining the correlation amongst a set of measured variables in terms of a smaller number of latent variables plus modeling errors. The latent variables (or factors), that are unknown although assumed to be independently and normally distributed, are linearly combined to predict the measured variables. For speech applications, it is common to estimate
the parameters involved in such linear combination so that
the likelihood function of the speech data given a GMM is
maximized. We consider the model

\[ z = m + Ux + \epsilon \]  

(1)

with the measures in vector \( z \) being the mean vectors of the
GMM, \( m \) being a constant vector and \( x \sim \mathcal{N}(0, I) \) and \( \epsilon \sim \mathcal{N}(0, \Psi) \) with \( \Psi = \delta I \). Note that the correlation between the
variables in \( z \) is accounted for by the factor loading matrix \( U \)
only.

This framework has been successfully used for the adap-
tation of a GMM-Universal Background Model (UBM) in
classification tasks such as speaker recognition [2, 3]. The
measured variables \( z \) represent the speaker-adapted mean
vectors from the GMM-UBM with mean parameters \( m \) and
\( Ux \) represent a speaker dependent term that moves \( z \) towards
the speaker data. In the training phase, both \( U \) and \( x \) are
estimated to maximize the likelihood of the adapted model
using the speech data for each speaker in a database. An
Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm [9] alternately es-
timates the posterior distribution of \( x \) and then uses matrix
regression to improve the estimate of \( U \). Only the posterior
distribution of \( x \) is performed in the adaptation phase assum-
ing \( U \) is fixed. As many parameters as the dimension of the
subspace are thus estimated in the adaptation phase.

However, the success of FA lies on separately modeling
different variabilities by using separate low-rank terms. In
speaker recognition, it is common to use two factor loading
matrices \( U \) and \( V \) defining the session and speaker subspaces
respectively. In this case, we can use the model

\[ z = m + Ux + Vy + \epsilon \]  

(2)

where the \( Ux \) and \( Vy \) terms are fit to the session and speaker
variabilities by using the session- and speaker-wise sufficient
statistics respectively. Speaker models that are more robust to
session variability can then be obtained as \( m + Vy \).

Note that FA explicitly models the error \( \epsilon \) as possibly hav-
ing a different variance for each observation in \( z \), as opposed
to Principal Component Analysis (PCA) where all errors have
the same unity variance. In practice, the variability accounted
by this term is small, especially if the low rank terms are esti-
mated first.

3. MLP-BASED FACTOR ANALYSIS

The variability model of Eq. 2 assumes linearity in the mean
supervector space, which translates into a sort of piece-wise
linear transformation. Analogously, Multilayer Perceptron
(MLP) neural networks are able to approximate any func-
tion, although in a continuous manner. Switching from the
FA model above to an MLP model, with its side effects in
terms of training criterion and error modeling, is our proposal
in this paper.

The EM algorithm used for FA training involves two steps
that are iterated: a) factor estimation, and b) factor loading
matrix estimation. The proposed MLP-FA approach unfolds
these two steps onto a single feedforward architecture, com-
puting the factors using a non-linear function, e.g. \( f_1 \), and
then predicting the outputs using another non-linear function,
e.g. \( f_0 \), having the same role as the factor loading matrices in
FA. The feedforward structure can be as simple as a 5-layer
MLP with a bottleneck layer, involving two 3-layer MLPs that
can approximate arbitrary non-linear functions each, namely
\( f_1 \) and \( f_0 \). For a given input vector \( v \) the factors \( x \) are
computed, and the MLP model can be written by

\[ z = f_0(x) + \epsilon \quad \text{with} \quad x = f_1(v) \]  

(3)

In an autoassociative setup, such an architecture has been
shown to successfully perform Non-linear Principal Compo-
nent Analysis [13], i.e. minimizing the reconstruction mean
square error. If the outputs are set to be class labels it can
also be used for classification, which is indeed our goal. In
such case, we typically use softmax activation functions at
the output layer and cross-entropy error function as the training
criterion. The compressed layer uses linear activation func-
tions to mimic FA. Such a model is equivalent to that of Eq.
1 except that the errors \( \epsilon \) are not explicitly modeled, so they
might end up being modeled by \( f_0 \), as in Principal Compo-
nent Analysis (PCA). In order to mimic the FA assumptions
we use a zero-mean and unit-variance normalized linear bot-
tleneck layer that can further provide better initialization of
the parameters for training.

Eq. 3 accounts for one source of variability whose low-
dimensional representation is \( x \). It is straightforward to ex-
tend the framework to include more than one hidden vectors
\( x_i \) with \( 1 \leq i \leq F \) as

\[ z = f_0(x_1, \ldots, x_F) + \epsilon \quad \text{with} \quad x_1 = f_1(v) \]  

(4)

where the function \( f_0 \) has the role of merging the hidden vec-
tors to predict the desired output. The input to \( f_0 \) is the output
of several functions \( f_i \) each trained to model a different type of
variability. This architecture is shown in Fig. 1.

In conclusion, MLP-FA constrains the 5-layer MLP archi-
tecture to explain different variabilities while letting the
parameters adapt automatically to optimize the training crite-
rion.
3.1. Training phone-speaker MLP-FA

The MLP-FA architecture of Eq. 4 itself can be seen as a constrained 5-layer MLP, where the compressed layers are trained to represent the desired variabilities while letting the network parameters adapt automatically to optimize the training criterion.

If only one source of variability, e.g. phone variability, is present, both \(f_1\) and \(f_0\) functions can be jointly optimized by using the backpropagation algorithm with the cross-entropy criterion using data that effectively samples the phone variability. If the training data samples both phone and speaker variabilities and both phone and speaker labels are also available we can train a phone-speaker MLP-FA model using the following two-step training procedure, that is also based on backpropagation:

- **Factor estimation**: Two 5-layer MLPs are trained to predict phone and speaker labels respectively from the training data. We retain the parameters of the first 3-layer sections, i.e. up to the bottleneck layer, for each MLP. The resulting 3-layer MLPs compute two compressed representations, e.g. functions \(f_p\) and \(f_s\), that preserve inter-phone and inter-speaker variabilities. The process is illustrated in Fig. 2 where the dashed line wraps the parameters being trained and grayed layers are dropped after training.

- **Factor Loading Function estimation**: The outputs of \(f_p\) and \(f_s\) are merged into single compressed vectors retaining both inter-phone and inter-speaker variabilities. An additional 3-layer MLP merging both vectors to predict the phone labels is trained. Fig. 1 illustrates this step with only the parameters of the 3-layer MLP being trained. Note that this 3-layer MLP has more inputs and more parameters than the original 3-layer MLPs.

Such an approach to training can host any number of variabilities into the same framework as long as the corresponding labels are available and the training data samples such variabilities.

The main advantage of MLP-FA over a regular MLP when both are targeting phone prediction is the use of supervision they make. A single MLP is supervised using phone labels only, while the presented MLP-FA is supervised twice, with phone and speaker labels. In a single MLP, the interaction between phone and speaker variabilities has to be discovered in a non-supervised manner using a phone discriminating criterion only, which means interpolation in practice. In MLP-FA, supervision affects the phone and speaker compressed layers but also the output phone classes.

4. TASK AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

We address the continuous speech recognition task evaluated on the Wall Street Journal (WSJ) English data, involving read speech recording in clean conditions. Our recognition system uses tandem features obtained from a phone posterior probability estimator and modeled using phonemic HMM.

The phone posterior probabilities are computed using either MLP or MLP-FA models with a sliding window of 9 contiguous frames of 12 MFCC plus energy plus \(\Delta\) and \(\Delta\Delta\) features, for a total of 351 inputs. The backpropagation algorithm maximizing the cross-entropy error function is used to train the parameters of the MLP with 40 English phone labels for each file of the training data. The Quicknet toolkit [14] was adapted to use a normalized linear bottleneck layer for this purpose. These labels are obtained by aligning the training data against the manual word transcriptions using auxiliary HMM trained on the acoustic features described above. The MLP-FA parameters are trained as described in Section 3.1 using both speaker and phone labels for the training corpus. Both MLP and MLP-FA models use a 5-layer bottleneck architecture where the bottleneck units use a linear activation function. An additional normalization constraint is enforced on each of these units to have zero mean and unit variance over the training data at each training epoch. The first and second 3-layer sections use tan sigmoid functions and the output units use softmax functions. The training data is taken from the si_tr_200 and the si_tr_84 WSJ training data sets involving around 80 hours of speech and 284 speakers. We keep 10% of the available data as the development set and 90% as the training set. We use the Frame Error Rate evaluated on the development set to assess the performance of the MLP.

A logarithm function Gaussianizes the phone posterior features before being modeled by phonemic HMM. These are intra-word triphones with 16 Gaussian mixtures as observation densities for each of the 3000 tied states (~19000 triphones). The HMM parameters are trained using maximum-likelihood estimation. We use the HDecode large vocabulary together with a decoding lexicon with around 23000 words and the large vocabulary tri-gram language models provided in the WSJ corpus. We use the Word Error Rate (WER) as the measure to evaluate recognition performance of these systems.

The evaluation data of the WSJ corpus poorly samples
speaker variability, as they involve 8 speakers only. Since 
MLP-FA models phone as well as speaker variabilities explictly we extended the evaluation data set by joining all individual data sets of the speaker independent evaluation condition, i.e. si_et_05, si_et_20, si_et_h1 and si_et_h2. This data set involves 1091 utterances and 18 speakers, compared to around 300 utterances and 8 speakers for the individual data sets.

5. RESULTS

We ran experiments comparing the performance of the tandem ASR systems using MLP and MLP-FA models. For further reference we also set a baseline system directly modeling the MFCC features with HMM trained in the same way as those used for the tandem systems.

We set the total number of parameters of the 5-layer MLP to the 10% of the total number of frames in the training data. We further assume that hidden layers 1 and 3 have the same number of units and we keep that number (5320) fixed for other MLP experiments. This allows to control the complexity of the MLP and to compare their performance in a meaningful way.

The first set of experiments allowed the optimal number of phone factors, i.e. bottleneck layer units, to be found for the 5-layer MLP. Their results are shown in the second part of Table 1. We manually explored several plausible values and took the one minimizing the FER on the development data. Using 50 phone factors minimizes such FER and also the WER, whereas a larger or smaller number of units increases both errors. In these experiments, FER and WER are correlated, so the smaller the FER the smaller the WER. The absolute WER obtained by the 5MLP 50ph system compares favorably to the MFCC baseline system and also to 3MLP, a tandem system using a more standard 3-layer MLP architecture with the same number of parameters. Note, however, that the FER of the 3MLP system is actually smaller than that of 5MLP 50ph. We believe this is related to the shape of the MLP output distributions. Predicting phone labels originating from a linear layer might result in smoother distributions than if they originate from a MLP with only sigmoid units. In this series of experiments we also tried to assess the effect of applying speaker-wise mean and variance normalization on the MFCC features input to the MLP. The results for the 5MLP 50ph mvn system obtain higher FER and WER than the other systems, suggesting that MLP actually exploit such information and that they do more efficiently.

A second set of experiments assesses the effect of explicitly modeling the speaker variability using the MLP-FA model on the ASR performance. MLP-FA partly uses MLP trained for phone and speaker discrimination. We choose the 5MLP 50ph system that obtains the smallest FER and WER. The third part of Table 1 shows results for three speaker discrimination experiments using a 5-layer MLP and 60, 125 and 250 speaker factors respectively. Even if these MLP discriminate speech frames from the 284 speakers of the training set, 60 factors are enough to obtain around 25% FER, the smallest error rate amongst the three speaker MLP shown in the table. In the lowest part of Table 1 we present results for the MLP-FA based systems using 50 phone factors and either 60, 125 or 250 speaker factors. These three MLP-FA setups obtain significantly lower FER compared to the MLP model alone with a maximum relative gain of around 9% FER, which corresponds to 6.5% WER, for the 5MLP-FA 50ph+125spk system. The second column of Table 1 shows the number of parameters trained using phone and speaker labels respectively. Still the number of parameters is comparable. The difference between the number of parameters used by 5MLP-FA 50ph+125spk (2.9M) and 5MLP 50ph (2.6M) are the weights that merge the speaker and phone factors to predict the phone labels. Note that the best MLP-FA performance is not obtained with the best performing speaker MLP, which might reflect complex interactions between the phone and speaker variabilities.

We proposed a novel approach to multiple factor analysis based on a Multilayer Perceptron architecture (MLP-FA) that mimics factor analysis and we evaluated it on the task of phone label prediction in a tandem ASR system. The phone labels are predicted by a 5-layer bottleneck MLP that is constrained to use low dimensional representations of phone and speaker variabilities. A simple training procedure that uses phone and speaker target labels and the backpropagation algorithm are used for this purpose. First, the experiments on the WSJ corpus showed that tandem systems using a 5-layer MLP architecture with a normalized linear bottleneck layer can outperform 3-layer MLP and a system using MFCC features alone. Regarding the MLP-FA architecture, merging phone and speaker low-dimensional vectors, obtained 9% of FER improvement over the phone MLP and over 6.5% of WER gain. This technique is fairly simple to implement and can be adapted to modeling any number of sources of variability as long as labels are available.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>#Mprm</th>
<th>FER(%)</th>
<th>WER(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MFCC</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3MLP</td>
<td>2.6/—</td>
<td>24.28</td>
<td>9.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5MLP 30ph</td>
<td>2.4/—</td>
<td>25.44</td>
<td>10.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5MLP 50ph</td>
<td>2.6/—</td>
<td>25.18</td>
<td>9.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5MLP 70ph</td>
<td>2.8/—</td>
<td>26.03</td>
<td>10.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5MLP 50ph mvn</td>
<td>2.6/—</td>
<td>26.98</td>
<td>9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5MLP 60spk</td>
<td>—/1.6</td>
<td>25.09</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5MLP 125spk</td>
<td>—/2.1</td>
<td>28.34</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5MLP 250spk</td>
<td>—/2.6</td>
<td>39.85</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5MLP-FA 50ph+60spk</td>
<td>2.9/1.0</td>
<td>23.01</td>
<td>9.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5MLP-FA 50ph+125spk</td>
<td>3.3/1.1</td>
<td>22.91</td>
<td>9.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5MLP-FA 50ph+250spk</td>
<td>3.9/1.3</td>
<td>23.22</td>
<td>9.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Frame Error rate (FER) of phone and speaker posterior MLPs and Word Error Rate (WER) of several LVCSR systems using tandem features from 3-layer and 5-layer bottleneck MLP. The second column shows the number of parameters trained using phone/speaker labels (in millions).
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